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Acerca del K-10 Horno portátil de varillas - 10 lbs. de Capacidad 

El K-10 está diseñado para almacenar 10 lbs. de electrodos de soldadura durante el 
traslado desde los grandes hornos del taller hasta el sitio del trabajo. Económico, 
liviano y fácil de transportar, nuestro modelo K-10 mantiene las varillas a temperatura 
ideal para prevenir la recogida de humedad y optimizar las soldaduras. 

La pequeña capacidad del K-10 es adecuada tanto para el soldador aficionado así 
como para el profesional altamente entrenado. Supera a hornos portátiles de mayor 
capacidad en el mercado y tiene una construcción sólida de acero para larga vida y 
durabilidad. Su bajo costo y tamaño compacto permite a los talleres mantener 10 ó 20 
de ellos a mano para los soldadores que se dirigen al lugar del trabajo.   

Construcción Resistente 

El K-10 tiene una sólida construcción en acero para larga vida del producto y 
durabilidad. El exterior es en pintura electrostática azul KEEN y presenta un mango 
resistente para transportar la unidad. 1¨ (2.54 cm) de aislante térmico de lana dan al 
horno eficiencia energética y mantienen los electrodos calientes y libres de humedad. 

Desempeño Térmico 

El diseño único de los elementos térmicos usados en nuestros hornos portátiles son 
parte de una nueva clase de elementos de calentamiento tecnológicamente avanzados, 
de alta eficiencia energética y de muy bajo impacto ambiental. A diferencia de 
elementos que utilizan alambres de resistencia comunes, nuestros elementos son 
semiconductores auto limitantes que tienen un poder dinámico de salida, por lo que no 
hay una corriente o potencia continua. Ellos llegan a una temperatura máxima de 
operación dentro de 5-10 segundos y, no mucho después, un estado de equilibrio es 
alcanzado. A este punto, la resistencia aumenta y el flujo de corriente cae a casi cero. 
La resistencia decrecerá por si sola si la temperatura del ambiente disminuye, 
permitiendo mas flujo de corriente al equipo para mantener una máxima energía de 
calentamiento con el más bajo consumo de energía. Esto resulta en un muy bajo 
drenado de amperaje permitiendo al horno ser en extremo energéticamente eficiente en 
el lugar de trabajo. 

Control de Temperatura y Seguridad Eléctrica. 

Debido a nuestra exclusiva tecnología de autoregulación de calentamiento, los 
termostatos no son necesariamente una caracteristica de seguridad para nuestros 
hornos portátiles. El único caso en el cual serían necesarios es si el usuario quiere 
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reducir la temperatura por debajo se los 250°F para almacenar electrodos que 
requieren menores temperatura que las varillas de bajo nivel de hidrógeno.  
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Número de Pieza 010112 (120V/240V)  

Categoría de Horno Portátil - Electrodo 

Capacidad de Electrodo  (LBS) 10 lbs.de Electrodos de 14” Solamente 

Capacidad de Electrodo  (KGS) 4.5 kgs. de Electrodos de 36.56cm  

Voltajes Disponibles Estándar Voltaje Dual 120V/240V AC Solamente 

Potencia 70W 

Rango de Temperatura (°F) Ambiente - 275°F   

Rango de Temperatura  (°C) Ambiente - 135°C 

Termostato Ninguno - Sólo Entrada Constante 

Aislante  1” Lana Térmica 

Dimensions Interiores (PULG) 3” L x 3” A x 14.5” Pr. 

Dimensions Interiores (CM) 8.38cm L x 8.38cm A x 36.83cm Pr. 

Dimensions Exteriores (PULG) 10” L x 6.25” A x 17.25” Alt. 

Dimensions Exteriores (CM) 25.4cm L x 15.875cm A x 43.815 cm Alt. 

Termómetro Externo          No  

Peso Neto (LBS) 11 lbs. 

Peso Neto (KGS) 5 kgs. 

Dimensiones de Envío (PULG) 10” x 11” x 24” 

Dimensiones de Envío (CM) 25.4 cm L x 27.94 cm A x 60.96 cm Alt. 

Peso de Envío (LBS) 11 lbs. 

Peso de Envío (KGS) 6.35 kgs. 

Longitud Cable de Alimentacíon 8 ft. 

Luz Indicadora de Encendido No 

Aprobación CSA            No  

Aprobación UL             No  

Accesorios Ninguno Disponible 

Piezas de Repuesto 301223 Equipo de Mantenimiento 

Hornos Keen Similares K-5, K-15, K-15W/T, K-50 
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Made in the USA and ruggedly constructed, Keen stick electrode storage and 
rebake welding ovens are available in a wide variety of capacities to suit the most 
rigorous shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) operations.  We offer the widest 
storage capacity range in the industry and can customize any unit upon 
request.  We also have the unmatched ability to design one-of-a-kind welding 
electrode storage ovens for unique storage requirements.  Welding codes are 
constantly changing, and Keen is ready to meet the demands of today’s welders. 

Below is a list of industries where Keen welding electrode storage and rebake 
ovens are commonly used: 

• Pipe Line Welding Repair and Fabrication 
• Structural Welding 
• Ship Repair and Conversion 
• Shipbuilding 
• Steel Elevated Water Tanks 
• Boiler and Pressure Vessel Repair and Fabrication 
• Aerospace Machinery Repair and Fabrication 
 
Portable Electrode Ovens - We offer a broad range of capacities in our portable 
range. We manufacture 5 lb., 15 lb. and 50 lb. portable models. Rugged and 
durable, these ovens will keep your rods factory dry in the field. Available with or 
without thermostat. Take what you need from the shop holding oven, and load up 
a Keen portable before heading to the field. 
 
Bench Top and Floor-Positioned Electrode Ovens - Our 450 lb. capacity K-450 
model is known around the world for its rugged construction and ease of use. 
There are units still in use since the early 1970's. The K-200 is very popular with 
the smaller shop for its compact size and efficient heating. The larger floor 
models like the K-900 and K-1000 are terrific cost-effective storage solutions for 
the large shop. The floor models are built with forklift slots for ease of handling 
around the shop. 
 
Rebake Ovens - Coatings on welding electrodes quickly absorb atmospheric 
moisture when taken out of the can. This moisture contains hydrogen which will 
eventually enter the weld and cause cracking. Damaged electrodes need to be 
rebaked at high temperatures to restore them. The Keen KHT-500 500 lb. 
capacity oven and the KHT-900 1000 lb. capacity ovens are perfect solutions.  
Our proprietary shelving configuration will ensure effective heating and 
restoration of your electrodes. 
 
Please read the following FAQ section for more information about KEEN 
electrode ovens, as well as individual product overviews and specifications for 
the various electrode holding and rebake ovens we manufacture at KEEN. 
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What are stick electrodes and what is shielded metal arc welding (SMAW)? 

SMAW (Shielded Metal Arc Welding) is a manual arc welding process that is 
often called stick welding.  It is one of the most popular welding processes used 
today.  Its popularity is due to the versatility of the process and the simplicity and 
low cost of the equipment and operation.  SMAW is commonly used with such 
materials as mild steel, cast iron, and stainless steel. 

The process requires a consumable electrode that is coated in flux (stick rod) to 
lay the weld, and an electric current is used to create an electric arc between the 
electrode and the metals that are being welded together.  The electric current 
may be either an alternating current or a direct current from a welding power 
supply. 

While the weld is being laid, the electrode’s flux coating disintegrates.  This 
produces vapors that provide a shielding gas and a layer of slag.  Both the gas 
and slag protect the weld pool from atmospheric contamination.  The flux also 
serves to add scavengers, deoxidizers, and alloying elements to the weld metal. 

Why do I need to store stick welding electrodes in a heated rod oven? 

In stick welding (SMAW), the most commonly used welding electrode is low 
hydrogen 7018.  It is covered with flux which is hygroscopic (easily absorbs 
moisture from the air).  This flux coating burns and converts into a shielding gas 
that protects the weld pool from atmospheric contaminants such as hydrogen, 
nitrogen, oxygen and others. If these contaminants enter the weld pool they will 
cause defects such as cracking, and porosity (worm holes.)  These defects can 
create a weak point at which the weld may fail under stress or load. 

Low-hydrogen 7018 rods are just what their name states…low hydrogen. They 
allow very little hydrogen into the weld pool unless they have been stored 
improperly and contaminated by moisture.  Moisture allows hydrogen into 
the flux, which is then introduced into the weld pool adversely. This 
moisture contamination is super-heated during the welding process, converts into 
steam and then bubbles up to the surface leaving an open pocket in the finished 
weld bead. So at that particular spot the weld is weaker because it is not a solid 
bead.  This will happen at the beginning of the bead with each new rod used, and 
diminish as the rod heats up and burns the moisture out as it is being consumed. 

Moisture-contaminated rods may make a good-looking weld at first, but they will 
be subject to longitudinal cracking either right after welding, or later on 
(longitudinal cracking occurs where a crack begins at one point and follows the 
length of the weld).  Defects may also be noticed by a visiting welding inspector 
as described by one of our seasoned welders here : 
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What are the proper storage and rebaking guidelines for stick rods? 

For specific storage and rebake temperature guidelines, we recommend 
contacting the welding consumable manufacturer directly.  It is also important to 
check with local welding codes and/or ask a welding inspector to provide some 
information.  Welding standards change frequently, and each manufacturer often 
provides a different recommendation regarding welding electrode 
storage.  Check the packaging and also manufacturer websites for 
information.  Keen offers a wide range of products to handle almost any welding 
consumable storage requirement. 

What is the difference between welding electrode holding and welding 
electrode rebaking? 

Generally, there are two processes involved with the proper maintenance of stick 
welding electrodes: holding (also called storing) and rebaking (also called 
reconditioning). 

The holding process refers to the short-term* or long-term** heated storage of 
welding electrodes to maintain factory-fresh dryness.  Storing the rods at 
elevated temperatures prevents atmospheric moisture contamination of the 
electrode’s hygroscopic flux coating.  There are various temperature 
requirements according to the type of electrode and also that are also set forth by 
welding codes.  For specific holding temperature guidelines, please contact 
the manufacturer of your consumable. 

The rebaking process refers to the short-term*, high temperature heating of 
welding rods that have been or may have been contaminated by atmospheric 
moisture.  The rebaking process “reconditions” the welding rod, meaning it bakes 
out the moisture that has entered the coating thus restoring the electrode so it is 
suitable for reuse.  Many large shops have a rebake rod oven in the tool crib in 
which electrodes coming back from the field are procedurally rebaked as a 
precaution to remove any moisture, and then put into a holding oven for long 
term low temperature storage for reuse.  For specific rebake temperature 
guidelines, please contact the manufacturer of your consumable. 

* - In relation to our products, we consider short-term to mean 8 hours or less. 

** - In relation to our products, we consider long-term to mean 24 hours/day 7 
days/week. 

What are the key differences between welding rod holding ovens and 
welding rod rebake ovens? 

Keen rod ovens are specifically designed according to the temperature range of 
the process, and the amount of electrodes to be stored.  The standard holding 
ovens are designed to accommodate a maximum temperature of 550F and the 
rebake ovens are designed to reach 999F.   The higher temperature ovens have 
larger wall thicknesses to accommodate more insulation, explosion proof latches 
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and digital programmable temperature controllers.  The large, floor-positioned 
holding ovens feature basic digital temperature control, and the bench and 
portable ovens have analog temperature control or constant input without 
thermostatic control. 

Can I use a Keen portable holding oven for long term storage? 

Portable welding electrode ovens are designed primarily for short-term holding, 
not long-term holding.  Portable units are commonly used by individual welders in 
the field to keep electrodes dry at the welding station.  Typically, welders are 
provided electrodes that are stored in a larger, long-term holding oven at the tool 
crib.  They load up their portable for a day’s work, and any that are left at the end 
of the day are returned to the crib for rebaking or long term storage.  The 
portable is shut off until the next time it is used in the field. 

Are the large ovens used only for long term storage? 

Yes.  Keen holding ovens from 200 lbs capacity and up are designed to be run 
24 hours/day, 7 days/week.  The idea is to keep all unpackaged electrodes at 
elevated temperatures all the time to preserve the integrity of the electrode and 
to ensure optimal welds. 

How can I determine the amp draw for a particular rod oven model? 

Use this formula:  Watts / Voltage = Amps 

What is the permissible atmospheric exposure of low-hydrogen welding 
rods? 

The AWS specification for carbon steel electrodes (AWS A5.1), E70XX maximum 
limit is 4 hours.  

For the AWS 5.5 specification, please see below: 

E70XX-X      4 hours max E80XX-X      2 hours max E90XX-X      1 hour 
max E100XX-X    1/2 hour max E1100XX-X  1/2 hour max 

Are there any commonly known welding rod storage methods that are 
inadequate? 

One welding rod storage myth perpetuated by some in the industry is that an old 
refrigerator equipped with a light bulb will sufficiently heat the covering on low-
hydrogen electrodes to the consumable manufacturer recommended storage 
temperature range of 225-300F.  Most light bulbs do not provide sufficient heat to 
bring the electrodes up to the proper temperature to stave off moisture 
contamination in the covering. 

Another myth that we have come across over the years is that storing welding 
electrodes in a freezer will keep the rods dry.   This of course is a myth because 
as soon as the rods are removed from the freezer they will be a magnet for any 
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atmospheric moisture that exists in the air and produce condensation on the 
coating. 

It is always best to review instructions on the manufacturer’s packaging, and to 
consult the manufacturer for guidelines of if you have any questions pertaining to 
proper storage.  Please note that not everyone is informed about welding rod 
storage, even in customer service departments at major manufacturers.  It is best 
to speak with an experienced welder or inspector that knows AWS SMAW 
specifications and proper industry-approved storage guidelines. 

What are common storage and handling mistakes that can lead to damaged 
welding rods? 

Welding electrodes are manufactured to be within acceptable moisture limits 
consistent with the type of covering and strength of the weld metal to be used 
with the electrode. They are then packaged in a container which has been 
designed to provide the degree of moisture protection considered necessary by 
the industry for the type of covering involved. 

Some common handling mistakes of welding rods are: 

• Exposing to atmospheric moisture beyond the consumable manufacturer’s 
suggested time limits 

• Storing rods in opened factory packaging 
• Opening the container from the wrong end 
• Tossing the rods around which can crack the low hydrogen coating on the 

welding rods thus rendering them useless 
• Exposing to abrupt temperature fluctuations, particularly from cold to warm 

areas – condensation may be drawn to the coating 
• Exposure to grease or dirt which also contains moisture 
•  
What issues can potentially result during welding from improperly stored 
welding rods? 

Poor arc direction, excess spatter, poor shielding, lack of penetration and 
porosity are common results that occur when welding rod coatings have been 
contaminated by moisture.  Another common occurrence is “fingernailing” which 
is a term used to describe uneven burn-off on one side of the welding rod.  This 
is often due to moisture contamination in one area of the electrode causing it to 
burn off more slowly than other areas. 

What terms should I know that are related to poor storage of welding 
consumables? 

Porosity: formed by entrapment of discrete pockets of gas in the solidifying weld 
pool.  The gas can be formed in a variety of ways: poor gas shielding, surface 
contaminants such as  moisture, grease, rust. Porosity can also result from 
insufficient deoxidants in the parent metal, electrode of filler wire. 
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Wormholes: A severe form of porosity caused by heavy contamination of the 
weld pool as a result of surface contamination or welding with damp 
electrodes.  Under radiograph, they appear as elongated pores and are indicative 
or a large amount of gas that has formed in the weld which is trapped by the 
solidifying weld metal. 

Hydrogen:  Contributes to cracking in the solidified weld.  In combination with 
high tensile stresses and sensitive steels, hydrogen can cause cold cracking 
several hours or days after the weld is complete.  For structural welding using 
high strength steels, consumables that give low hydrogen levels are often 
used.  These types of consumables are prone to moisture pick-up and must be 
stored at elevated temperatures. 

How can I tell if the coating on my low-hydrogen welding rods has been 
compromised? 

Visually inspect the rod coating to determine if the color has changed during 
storage.  Any discolored welding rods should be discarded or your supplier 
should be contacted.  Also visually inspect for physical damage to the coating 
that may have occurred during handling.  Any sections of the rod coating that 
may have been damaged will render the rod useless and it should therefore be 
discarded. 

How can I find recommended storage guidelines from the manufacture of 
my consumable? 

Check the consumable packaging for information, your local supplier and/or the 
manufacturer of the consumable you purchased. Please note that not everyone 
is informed about proper welding rod storage, even in customer service 
departments at major manufacturers.  It is best to speak with an experienced 
welder or inspector that knows AWS SMAW specifications and proper industry-
approved storage guidelines. 

How do storage methods differ for low hydrogen rods, stainless steel rods, 
cellulosic rods and non-low hydrogen rods? 

Proper storage procedures should be followed for all types of welding 
electrodes.  Please consult the consumable manufacturer for specific 
instructions.   It is generally accepted that the same storing and rebaking 
procedures for low-hydrogen welding rods also apply to stainless steel welding 
rods.  Cellulosic electrodes should not be stored in an oven because moisture 
exposure does not have a detrimental effect on performance.  If non-low-
hydrogen rods have been exposed to moisture, they can be heated in a rod oven 
at low temperatures only (100-120°F). 

Can I store different types of welding electrodes simultaneously in a rod 
oven? 
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This can present some problems, and the consumable manufacturer must 
always be contacted before storing multiple types of electrodes together in a 
single rod oven.  Welding electrodes are manufactured to have a specific range 
of moisture content.  For example, low-hydrogen rods have a moisture content of 
approximately 0.1 – 0.4 percent.  Cellulosic rods on the other hand have a 
moisture content of 4 to 6 percent.  If these two types of electrodes are stored in 
the same oven, the lower moisture content low-hydrogen rods will absorb 
moisture from the higher moisture content cellulosic rods.  It is important to note 
that cellulosic rods are not to be stored long term in a rod oven, and are only 
heated at low temperatures (100-120°F) if they have been exposed to humid air 
for an extended period of time. 
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Garantía Limitada De Un Año 
 
 
Henkel Enterprises, LLC garantiza sus productos contra defectos en materiales y 
mano de obra. Henkel Enterprises, LLC reparará o reemplazará sin cargo alguno, 
cualquier producto correctamente instalado que falle en condiciones normales de 
funcionamiento dentro de un año desde la fecha de instalación, siempre que sea 
devuelto a nuestra fábrica, transporte prepagado, y nuestra inspección haber 
determinado estar defectuoso bajo los términos de esta garantía. La garantía cubre 
solamente equipo fabricado por Henkel Enterprises, LLC y no se extiende al 
transporte, instalación, o cargos de reemplazo en las instalaciones del comprador; 
ni se aplica a cualquier otro equipo de otro fabricante utilizado conjuntamente con 
equipo de Henkel Enterprises, LLC. Ninguna otra garantía, expresa o implícita 
existe más allá de la incluida en esta declaración. 
 
 
 


